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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, April 22, 2014 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond. Mpls is -15, Duluth -25 
 Close Chg Today's 

Volume 
AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12% 13% 14% 15% 

MWK4 720^2 S 5^6 5758 10102 -593 Basis (K): +100/+115 +115 +130/+150 +200 

MWN4 723^2 S 3^6 4683 32202 +348 Info:  ask/cars cars cars/train cars 

MWU4 729^6 S 3^6 862 13503 +207 Change: dn 10/up 5 unch dn 5/up 7 unch 

MWZ4 739^4 S 3^0 437 13253 -51 Mpls Truck 20d to-arrive +5 +40 +55 

MWH5 746^0 S 1^4 60 3958 -17 Portland (K) April May  June Aug (NC) 

MWK5 747^6 S 0^0 0 367 +0 14%proBasis  +140/+150 +135/+150 +130/+135 +80/+100 

Totals:   11,800 73,583 -106  unch/unch unch/unch unch/unch unch/unch 

Cash Exchanges: 2,929 (2,606 K) Options: 11 

Receipts on the Floor:   
115 cars and 3 trains 

Implied option vols: 
N:26%U:26%Z:25% 

Cash: DNS basis was mixed in the spot market, steady in Portland.  

Commentary: 
Grain markets were mixed with corn leading the rally efforts scoring an outside day higher. Wheat 
traded both sides of unchanged and finished up a nickel in KC, up 4 in Minneapolis and Chicago. 
Soybeans continued their slide, pressured by widespread rumors of Chinese defaults.  
 
Crop conditions were overall steady on winter wheat but showed deterioration in HRW and 
improvement in SRW. We’re at 814 million bushels on HRW production assuming we get some rains 
tomorrow night in the eastern third of the HRW belt. If the weekend rains pan out, crop forecasts will be 
upped. So far the forecast confidence is low. HRW maturity remains behind last year and well behind 
average and the condition index is actually a couple points above this time last year. Corn planting 
came in behind expectations which cued a firmer start to today’s trade despite relatively benign 
forecasts. Soil moisture replenishment still trumps planting delays in many areas.  
 
Unrest in eastern Ukraine was back in the news with reports of a military plane being fired upon, Kiev 
restarting “anti-terrorist” efforts in the east, and the US moving troops to Eastern Europe to reassure 
NATO allies that border Russia. Wheat did not seem to care.  
 
Intermarket spreads were mostly steady in wheat. All of the K/N wheat spreads were bid today with 
both KC and Minneapolis rallying 2-3 cents. Cash was steady to mixed in both HRW and DNS 
suggesting the bullspreading was not indicative of a change in delivery economics but more likely a 
short roll program. Both spreads had large declines from inverses and are enjoying a corrective rally. 
Without any change in cash markets, we would expect both spreads to develop trading ranges rather 
than see sustained rallies into FND. Funds are net long both markets, as well, so we could still see 
some late fund roll. Spring wheat basis does seem to be stabilizing at around +100 over on 13’s, which 
is too high to want to put wheat out but not high enough to warrant an end user stopping. It also seems 
unlikely that vessel loadouts will occur given how late the shipping season is starting. Thunder Bay 
opened yesterday but Lake Superior still has over 60% ice cover.  
 
Flat price is still dependent on updated weather forecasts for HRW wheat and on Black Sea geopolitical 
developments. Spring wheat is finding demand at -20 to KC. –Austin Damiani 


